Project Update: October 2016
The new bridge support walls are complete for the beach side of the Cabrillo Boulevard Bridge. Based on
bridge progress to date, dewatering equipment used to create a work area in the creek has been removed
and crews will finish removing temporary sheet piles over the next week.
Upcoming Work:
On the nights of October 10th and 11th between 10:00 pm and 6:00 am, a crane will place the bridge girders the horizontal bridge sections. During night work, Cabrillo Boulevard will be closed between State and
Anacapa Streets to allow for large truck deliveries and crane placement of the girders. A detour along State,
Yananoli, and Anacapa Streets will be in place during the Cabrillo Boulevard closure.
Crews will also work on storm drain improvements and begin utility placements in the new bridge
section. After the girders are placed, crews will move onto constructing the bridge deck and improving creek
banks downstream of the bridge.

Closures:
Throughout Stage 3, the beach-side of Cabrillo Boulevard will remain closed near the bridge. One lane in
each direction remains open during daytime construction on the new mountain-side of the bridge.
To accommodate the work area, the left turns from Cabrillo Boulevard to Stearns Wharf (westbound) and on to
Helena Avenue (eastbound) are prohibited. Businesses on Helena Avenue remain open with both pedestrian
access and vehicle access from westbound Cabrillo Boulevard. Motorists can enter Stearns Wharf from State
Street and eastbound Cabrillo Boulevard. Detour signs are in place to highlight access around the closures.
Fall 2014 - Spring 2017:
The Cabrillo Boulevard Bridge Replacement Project includes a new bridge, enhanced Mission Creek banks,
and improved pedestrian areas. Cabrillo Boulevard, surrounding businesses, parks, Stearns Wharf, and the
Arts and Crafts Show will remain open throughout construction.
For more information, please visit www.SantaBarbaraCA.gov/CabrilloBridge or call 805-897-2637. If you have
questions or would like to add/remove someone from these updates, please respond to this email.

